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1864 – Emma Sharp the pedestrian

In 1809, Captain Robert Barclay Allardice made a bet with one of his pedestrian rivals, Sir James Webster-Wedderburn,
that he could walk 1,000 miles (about 1,609 kilometers) in 1,000 hours. The wager? 1,000 guineas. To get around the
major problem of needing to rest, Barclay figured if he walked back to back miles–a mile at the end of one hour and
another  at  the  beginning  of  the  next–and repeated  this  strategy  throughout  the  race,  he  would  be  able  to  rest  in
approximately 90 minute intervals throughout the near 42 day long race.

It worked. He completed the walk on July 12, 1809, 42 days after it commenced. The 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours
walking feat became widely known as the “Barclay Match”.

While any sort of race involving simply walking at a leisurely pace may sound easy, walking 1,000 miles in 1,000
consecutive hours is anything but. Beyond the physical toll on the body, the lack of consistent prolonged sleep over a
six-week period and the lack of doing anything but walk around in circles takes a major mental toll. After Barclay,
many pedestrians attempted the same feat  of feet  and failed, but it  wasn’t  until a female Australian attempted the
Barclay Match and failed that the opportunity unfolded for another women to make history.

It was in 1864 that the sleep denying 'Barclay feat' was attempted in a London music hall by Australian, Margaret
Douglas,. It was a gallant failure, watched by many, including the diarist, A J. Munby: “A stout, sturdy little woman of
43; drest in a wideawake, a loose white shirt a red kilt with a pair of knickerbockers, breeches underneath, and red
stockings; no petticoats. Round and round she went, like a wild animal in a vast cage, walking about 4 miles an hour,
taking no notice of anyone.”

Yorkshire’s Mrs. Emma Sharp, then in her thirties, read in the papers about the Australian and remarked to her husband,
John, an iron-worker, “Wah, I could do that mysen. Yes, I can do it and what's more I will .” John was reportedly not so
enthusiastic, stating that walking 1,000 miles was hardly an appropriate task for a woman to undertake.

Undeterred and despite that she’d not actually trained for the event at all, Emma proceeded with her conviction and
started making plans for the event. She was fortunate enough to enlist the help of the landlord of the Quarry Gap Hotel,
at Laisterdyke, England, who enthusiastically offered up the grounds attached to his hotel as the location of the course.
In exchange, he would receive a percentage of the money earned from ticket sales, and no doubt do great business from
all the spectators.

While the fact that anyone would pay to see someone walking around in circles for days on end may seem strange to us,
at the time, competitive walking, or pedestrianism, was one of the most popular spectator sports in the Western world,
with certain matches drawing tens of thousands of spectators. Yes, before the internet and TV, our forebears found
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watching people walk in circles for hours on end an ideal excuse to get together and socialize, in some respects not too
dissimilar from NASCAR, but without the occasional flaming crashes.

As for Sharp’s walk, it was likely to draw bigger crowds than most given that she was a woman attempting a physical
feat that most of her compatriots of the male persuasion couldn’t do. To make the whole thing even more scandalous in
the eyes of contemporaries, Emma decided to dress like a man for the event, a sensible choice given the typical garb of
Victorian era women.

And so it was that on September 17, 1864, Emma Sharp took the first step of her 1,000 mile venture. She took the same
approach as Captain Barclay by walking a roped off course of 120 yards for 30 minutes at a time, which was equivalent
to about two miles, before taking a 90-minute break. She would continue this routine for six weeks straight, walking
day and night, until she completed her last mile. As expected, since no woman had ever successfully completed this
journey, and few men, Emma’s progress was widely reported in the newspapers and watched closely by supporters and
critics alike, with tens of thousands of people turning up at various times to watch her put one foot in front of the other
again and again.

As was popular with all such pedestrian events, many started making bets as to whether or not she would actually be
able to finish. With the odds heavily against her at first, as the days wore on and it began to look like she might actually
do it, malicious attempts to thwart her progress began. Beyond near constant jeering to break her spirit, about a week
before she was scheduled to finish the 1,000 miles, unidentified individuals attacked her with chloroform to rough her
up a bit, hoping this would inspire her to quit. She didn’t.

Others threw burning embers in her path, some tried to drug her food, and still others simply resorted to trying to trip
her at random times. As things escalated, for her protection, eighteen police officers disguised as working citizens were
assigned to her on the final days of the race. In addition to that, during the night, a helpful citizen walked in front of her
with a loaded rifle. Emma also walked the final two days with a pistol, which she had to fire in warning a reported 27
times in total to ward off unruly spectators.

On October 29, 1864, at  approximately 5:15 a.m.,  Emma Sharp became the first  woman to complete the Barclay
Challenge. Despite the general belief that women were too frail for such physical activity and despite her complete lack
of training, the only major physical issue she experienced during the walk was painfully swollen ankles in the early
going, but the problem ultimately went away as the days went on.

Over the course of the six straight weeks she walked, it was estimated that a total of over 100,000 people turned up at
one point or another, with about 25,000 being present to watch her cross the finish line. Despite the fact that the locals
celebrated Emma’s success by organizing a band to play on her final day and roasting an ox in her honor, Emma’s
husband reportedly hid in the pub, embarrassed by his wife’s antics. He got over his shame pretty quickly, however,
using the substantial funds she earned from ticket sales to quit his job at the Bowling Iron Works and open a rug making
business.

Additional information is provided from  https://www.thetelegraphandargus.co.uk/tahistory/4405083.long-walk-to-put-
women-on-the-map/. 

Emma’s great great grand-daughter, Kathy Nicol, told us recently: “She’d heard about an Australian woman who’d tried
to do the 1,000-mile walk and she decided to try it herself. She booked a room at the Quarry Gap pub on Dick Lane and
employed a woman to tend her feet. She did two-mile stages, resting at the pub in between.”

Emma dressed in more comfortable men’s clothing – described in the Bradford Observer as “red and black checked
coat and inexpressibles” – the latter being used to describe the scandalous wearing of trousers by a woman.

Kathy told us: “People placed bets on whether she’d make it. Some stood to lose money if she made it, and there were
sabotage threats. It’s said that she had armed escorts for the last few days, as well as carrying pistols herself.”

Although she didn’t do it for a bet herself, Emma made money from the walk, but Kathy believes that wasn’t the main
incentive. “My gran talked of a four-figure sum, a huge amount in those days. I think she did it to show she could do it
and to put women on the map. She became quite a celebrity.”

See also the following links
https://transportationhistory.org/2018/10/29/she-wore-her-inexpressibles-and-walked-1000-miles/ 
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